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Supplementary Text
1. Model Description
Protoplanetary disks are dynamic objects through which mass is accreted onto the central
star during the final stages of that star’s formation. This evolution is controlled by processes
which generate an effective viscosity, ν, and stresses within the differentially rotating gas of the
disk. In the thin-disk approximation, the surface density, Σ, of the gas then evolves as described
by (32):
1 ∂
∂Σ
=−
(rΣvg )
(1)
∂t
r ∂r
where vg is the velocity of the gas flow in the radial direction. In the case of disks which are in
steady-state, the velocity is given by:
3ν
vg = −
(2)
2r
The dynamical evolution of solids in the solar nebula were determined by turbulent diffusion
(where turbulence was present), gravitational settling, gas drag, and the large-scale motions
associated with disk evolution. In the case of radial motions, the motions of a collection of
solids of a given size can be described by:
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(3)

where Σi is the surface density of the solids of interest, Di is the diffusivity that arises due to
turbulence, and vr are the radial velocity of the solids from the advective motions of the gas and
gas drag that arises from radial pressure gradients (33). The extent to which solids are pushed
by the gas (either by turbulence or gas drag) is quantified by the dimensionless stopping time,
τ , which is given by:
!
ρa
Ω
(4)
τ=
ρ g cs
where ρ is the material density of the solids, a is the radius of the particles of interest, ρg is the
local gas density, cs is the local speed of sound in the gas, and Ω is the local Keplerian rotation
rate. The term in parentheses is the traditional stopping time–a measure of the amount of time
a particle would take to lose its relative velocity with respect to the gas. Given a value of τ , the
diffusivity of the solid species would be given by (34):
Di =

Dg
1 + τ2

(5)

where Dg is the diffusivity of gaseous species in the disk. As a first-order approximation, we
make the common assumption that Dg ∼ ν. This is not far off where viscosity is driven by
the magnetorotational instability (MRI) when the gas diffusivity and viscosity may differ by a
factor of a few (35).
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In defining the radial velocity of the solids, we follow (36), and use:
vr =

vg τ −1 − ηvK
τ + τ −1

(6)

where η is a term that relates the pressure supported orbital velocity of the gas vφ,g to the
keplerian orbital velocity, vK by:
2
2
vφ,g
= vK
(1 − η)
(7)
In our model, as solids are allowed to diffuse vertically, we calculate η based on the radial
pressure gradient at the height of the particle using:
η=−

r ∂P
2
ρg vK
∂r

(8)

where ρg and ∂P
are evaluated at both the radial and vertical locations of the particle.
∂r
In the vertical direction, that is the direction perpendicular to the disk midplane, the gas is
assumed to be in hydrostatic equilibrium.

 This means the gas will follow a gaussian distribution
z2
where ρg (z) = ρg (z = 0) exp − 2H 2 . The vertical motions of a distribution of solid particles
in a disk are described by the equation describing the volume density of solids, ρi :
∂
∂
∂ρi
=
ρg Di
∂t
∂z
∂z

ρi
ρg

!!

−

∂
(ρi vz )
∂z

(9)

Here we assume the vertical diffusivity is comparable to the radial diffusivity, though differences may arise (35). The vertical velocity of the solids, vz , is determined by balancing the
vertical component of the gravitational force from the central star with the drag force caused by
the movement of the solid through the gaseous fluid. This yields:
vz = −τ Ωz

(10)

Equations (3) and (9) are typically solved using finite difference methods, tracking how the
density of materials in a disk evolves as a function of time and location. In this study, we use
particle tracking techniques (13-15) which allow us to follow the paths of individual particles
whose motions are governed by the same processes that determine the forms of Equations (3)
and (9). The equations which describe the motions of the solids are thus:
#1

"

2
xi = xi−1 + vef f,x δt + ψ Di (x0 ) δt
ξ
"

2
yi = yi−1 + vef f,y δt + ψ Di (y 0 ) δt
ξ
"

2
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2

(11)
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2

(12)

#1
2

(13)

Where we have adopted Cartesian coordinates, x and y to describe the radial motions of the
particles, relating these coordinates to the cylindrical radius by r2 =x2 + y 2 .
The equations above allow us to calculate the new position of a particle (ri , zi ) from its
old position (ri−1 , zi−1 ) after a timestep δt. The second terms in the equations each contain
a velocity, vef f which include the velocities in the equations (3) and (9) above from gas drag,
disk evolution, or gravitational settling (in the case of x and y, broken into their respective
i−1
components, e.g., vef f,x =vr xri−1
). These velocities were augmented by additional advective
terms to account for spatial gradients in gas density and diffusivity (derivations and explanations
for these terms are given in 13-15).
The third term in each equation represents the random displacement of the particles from
turbulence. This term is determined by determining a random number, ψ, from a distribution
with variance, ξ. The diffusivity is evaluated at a point slightly displaced from the previous
i
location in the direction of increasing diffusivity, e.g. z 0 =zi−1 + 21 ∂D
δt. Here we used a uniform
∂z
distribution of random numbers ranging from -1 to 1, with a variance ξ= 31 .
Tests of this particular model were performed (13,14)) to ensure that the particle tracking
models produced results consistent with the finite volume solutions of the advective-diffusive
equations.
2. Details of Particle Transport and Irradiation
Figure 3 of the main manuscript presented a scatter plot of the irradiation histories of the
surviving particles in our primary model against their locations after 106 years of evolution.
Figures S1 and S2 show the radial distribution of these particles in greater detail. The surface
density of particles is traditionally what is shown when tracking the radial distribution of materials in an evolving protoplanetary disk. The initial distribution of particles would have been a
delta function at r=49 AU. As can be seen in Fig. S2, the materials in the disk spread throughout
the disk, but the peak in the distribution migrates inwards as expected for a steady-state disk
whose net motions are inward (Eq. 2).

Fig. S1. Histogram showing the final location of the surviving particles for the 1 µm particles
as discussed in the primary manuscript.
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Fig. S2. A plot of the surface density of particles after 106 years of evolution in the disk. The
surface density was determined by taking the histogram in Fig. S1 and dividing each radial bin
which contained particles by its area. Thus the resulting density is the number of particles in
each annulus in the disk divided by the area of the annulus.
The irradiation of the particles in our model occur when they are lofted to high altitudes
of the disk as described in the main manuscript. This is why the irradiation histories shown in
Figure 2 increase episodically. Figure S3 shows that the episodic increases in incident photons
correspond to those times when the particles are lofted to significant heights in the disk, as
discussed in the main manuscript.

Fig. S3. The top panel here shows the height above the disk midplane of the particle shown
in our Figure 1, divided by the distance from the Sun (z/r; a measure of relative height in the
disk). The bottom panel shows the number of photons added to the cumulative number for that
particle. As can be seen, photons are added when the particles reach relatively high distances
above the disk midplane, as we expect. Note not all z/r excursions are equal as particles spend
longer times there in the outer disk due to the longer dynamical timescales and thus see high
UV fluxes for a longer period of time, for example.
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3. Additional Results
Here we show the results of the 1 µm particles as considered in the main manuscript, along
with those particles measure 10 µm, 100 µm, and 1 mm in diameter in Figures 1-4, respectively.
In each case, the initial conditions were as described in the main manuscript, and we tracked
the dynamics of 5000 particles of each size. We plot the final radial position of all surviving
particles (those that do not migrate inward of 0.1 AU from the Sun) and the total cumulative
number of UV photons the particles saw in the nominal case considered here.

Fig. S4. The total number of incident photons for each of the 4979 surviving 1 µm grains
plotted against their final location after 106 years of evolution (black diamonds). The light
red plus signs and blue asterisks represent the same calculations using the lower and higher
opacities as described in the main manuscript.

Fig. S5. The total number of incident photons for each of the 4975 surviving 10 µm grains
plotted against their final location after 106 years of evolution (black diamonds). The light
red plus signs and blue asterisks represent the same calculations using the lower and higher
opacities as described in the main manuscript.
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Fig. S6. The total number of incident photons for each of the 4937 surviving 100 µm grains
plotted against their final location after 106 years of evolution (black diamonds). The light
red plus signs and blue asterisks represent the same calculations using the lower and higher
opacities as described in the main manuscript.

Fig. S7. The total number of incident photons for each of the 3160 surviving 1 mm grains
plotted against their final location after 106 years of evolution (black diamonds). The light
red plus signs and blue asterisks represent the same calculations using the lower and higher
opacities as described in the main manuscript. The effects of gas drag are readily seen in this
case, as the millimeter-sized particles drift inward ∼10× faster than the smaller grains. These
grains thus are concentrated at smaller radial distances, and have a smaller fraction of survivors.
The larger particles receive, on average, the greatest cumulative dosage of UV photons.
However, these larger particles contain a greater number of ice molecules, which would dilute
the efficiency of organic production. As discussed in the main manuscript, the key value here
in determining organic production is the number of photons per molecule. Figures 5-8 plot this
value for the surviving particles shown in Figures 1-4.
Comparison of these results shows that while the larger particles receive a greater total
6

Fig. S8. The total UV photons per ice molecule in the surviving 1 µm grains plotted against
their final location after 106 years of evolution. Colored symbols are as above.

Fig. S9. The total UV photons per ice molecule in the surviving 10 µm grains plotted against
their final location after 106 years of evolution. Colored symbols are as above.
number of UV photons, there is also a larger number of molecules to which can be broken by
those photons. Given that ∼1 organic molecule is created per 400 incident photons, the fraction
of ice that is converted to organics is less in these larger particles than the smaller particles.
Thus we expect the smaller particles to be the primary carriers for organics.
What is also apparent here is the effect that size has on the dynamical evolution of the solids.
Small particles which are coupled to the gas, those with τ << 1, will drift inward with roughly
the velocity of the gas. Gas drag will augment this inward velocity, but is a strong function
of τ . The initial value of τ for the particles considered here (at their starting positions) are:
∼6×10−6 , 6×10−5 , 6×10−4 , and 0.006 respectively. Thus gas drag will be most important for
the millimeter-sized particles, with diminishing importance for the other sizes. This effect is
readily seen as the radial expanse of the millimeter swarm of particles is much less than for the
other particles, and as fewer particles survive the effects of inward drift over the 1 Myr period
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Fig. S10. The total UV photons per ice molecule in the surviving 100 µm grains plotted against
their final location after 106 years of evolution. Colored symbols are as above.

Fig. S11. The total UV photons per ice molecule in the surviving 1 mm grains plotted against
their final location after 106 years of evolution. Colored symbols are as above.
considered here. Also, note that the average number of total photons seen by a millimeter-sized
particle is less than that of the 100 µm particles despite the larger cross-section for intercepting
the photons for our nominal and high-opacity cases. This is due to the larger particles having
lower vertical diffusivities as given above, and thus not being able to be brought into a region
with substantial UV flux.
4. The Production of Organics by Exposure of Mixed Molecular Ices to Radiation
Various aspects of the production of organic compounds during the radiation processing of
mixed molecular ices of astrophysical-interest have been under study using laboratory simulations for well over 30 years (4-10, 37-41). In general, these laboratory studies attempt to create
ices under conditions (temperature, pressure, radiation field, etc.) that are characteristic of specific astrophysical environments like interstellar dense molecular clouds, comets, and planetary
and satellite surfaces in the outer Solar System. The ices in these studies have compositions
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that vary with the nature of the environment being considered, but generally consist of mixtures
of simple molecules like H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 , HCN, CO, CO2 , and CH. In many astrophysical
environments, the most abundant component of the ice is H2O. In some cases, more complex
molecule that are known to be present in space, for example polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs) and their variants, are also added to the ices.
Once formed, the ices can be exposed to various kinds of radiation, the two most common
being UV photons (e.g. 6) and energetic protons (e.g., 37). This ionizing radiation can break
bonds between the atoms in the molecules within the ice and results in the production of a
variety of reactive ions and radicals. If occupying adjacent sites within the ice, some of these
reactive species can interact to form new, more complex molecules even at temperatures as low
as 10 K. However, many of these reactive species are trapped within the surrounding ice matrix
and cannot react until they are mobilized by phase transitions or ice sublimation when the ice is
warmed (e.g. 6).
In typical experiments, warming of the irradiated ices to room temperature results in the sublimation loss of all the original unaltered ice components, as well as some of the more volatile
photoproducts like ethanol (e.g., 6). However, a significant number of new photoproducts are
sufficiently non-volatile to remain behind as an organic residue on the sample substrate. These
residues can be removed from the sample substrate and subjected to a variety of chemical analyses including techniques like infrared spectroscopy, High Performance Liquid Chromatography
(HPLC), Gas Chromatography with Mass Spectrometry (GCMS), and laser desorption-laser
ionization mass spectrometry (L2MS).
This photo-induced chemistry is found to be quite robust in the sense that the production
of specific new species is often only weakly dependent on the temperature of the ice during
irradiation, the type of radiation used, the rate at which the ice is warmed, or the precise composition of the ice. For example, parallel studies of ices containing H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 , and
CO in concentrations relevant to dense interstellar clouds yielded very similar organic residues
independent of whether the ionizing radiation was UV photons or energetic protons (40). Similarly, such processing results in the production of amino acids independent of whether the N
in the ice is originally in the form of NH3 or HCN (41). This is largely due to the stochastic
nature of the process that creates more complex species by reacting a limited suite of simpler
ions and radicals. The primary requirements for this type of chemistry are that temperatures be
low enough to condense the relevant starting molecules, the radiation be energetic enough to
break bonds within the starting molecules in the ice (UV or higher energy photons), and the ice
components contain the needed elements (primarily C, N, O, and H). The relative production
efficiencies of different products is somewhat more dependent on experimental details, but are
still rather insensitive to variations in ice temperature, type of radiation, and ice warming rate.
Such studies have demonstrated that radiation processing of ices made up of even simple
molecules can result in the production of considerably more complex organic species, many of
which are of astrobiological interest. A partial list of examples include:
• Amino acids – The amino acids, particularly the simpler ones like glycine and alanine,
are produced by the irradiation of virtually any ice that contains a starting mixture of
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molecules that, combined, contain C, N, O, and H (8,9,41,42).
• Amphiphiles – The UV irradiation of dense interstellar cloud ice analogs containing H2 O,
CH3 OH, NH3 , and CO produce amphiphilic compounds that are capable, when placed in
liquid water, of spontaneously producing membranes and vesicles (43). Such materials
may have important consequences for the origin of life (44).
• Quinones – In ices that contain PAHs, irradiation can result in the addition of many kinds
of chemical functional groups to the edges of the PAHs (45,46). Addition of oxygen
atoms results in the production of aromatic alcohols, ethers, and quinones (7), molecules
of considerable astrobiological interest.
• Nucleobases – Just as chemical side groups can be added to PAHs, they can be added to
aromatic molecules that contain N within their skeletal rings. For example, recent studies
of the irradiation of pyrimidine, a molecule found in meteorites, in ices has demonstrated
the production of the nucleobases uracil (47).
The efficiency of organic production by the process of ice irradiation is currently not fully
constrained. The efficiency of specific molecules has only been determined in a few cases.
For example, the work of Bernstein et al. (8) showed that the irradiation of ices containing
H2 O, CH3 OH, CO, NH3 , and HCN yielded a single amino acid for every ∼104 UV photons.
However, amino acids represent only a small portion of the organic residues produced and this
therefore represents an extreme lower limit to total organic production by this process.
Estimates of total organic production can be made by taking IR spectra of the residues and
using band strengths to establish the column densities of various chemical functional groups in
the residue. This approach provides a better estimate of the total amount of organics produced
and demonstrates that typical experiments designed to match the radiation doses expected in
dense interstellar molecular clouds result in conversion of up to 7% of the original ice materials
into more complex organics (6,38). Comparison of the total number of UV photons hitting the
sample with the total number of new functional groups produced indicates quantum efficiencies
that range from 0.25% (6) up to 1-3% (38). We use the more conservative value of 0.25% in
the discussion of the main paper.
It should be noted, however, that different elements in the ice are incorporated into the
residues with different overall efficiencies. For example, the work of Bernstein et al. (6) showed
that the uptake of elements from ices containing H2 O, CH3 OH, CO, and NH3 into the resulting
residues varied from as low as 0.5% for oxygen to as high as 45% for N, with the residue
accounting for 7% of the C, N, and O atoms in the original ice overall. Thus, it is clear that
the production of organics from the irradiation of ices will not increase linearly with radiation
dose forever. At some point the production will be limited by the exhaustion of specific starting
materials. In addition, at higher doses it is likely that some form of equilibrium will be reached
between the production of new organics and the disruption and alteration of previously made
organics. Since our model indicates ices in the protosolar disk should receive much higher
radiation doses than used in the laboratory simulations of interstellar clouds, and we use the
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more conservative quantum efficiency of 0.25%, we expect protosolar processing to produce
even more organics than seen in the lab simulations of dense clouds. However, the upperlimit
on production is poorly quantified because the much higher doses predicted by the model have
yet to be thoroughly examined in the laboratory.
In summary, there is ample evidence that radiation processing of mixed molecular ices of
astrophysical relevance results in the production of more complex organic compounds, many of
which are of astrobiological interest. This chemistry is robust in the sense that it is expected to
occur in a wide variety of astrophysical environments and to be relatively insensitive to environmental conditions like temperature, type of radiation, and exact ice composition. Photolytic
processing of ices during the disk evolution described in our model would therefore be expected
to result in the production of a wide variety of new organic compounds that would potentially
be available for delivery to the surface so of planets where they could play a role in the origin
of life.
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